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1 Introduction
This document provides the Qatari Government agencies with a core Reference model for
information and the accompanying taxonomy, as part of the overall Qatari Government
Enterprise Architecture (GEA) set of reference models. The purpose of the reference model is
to provide a common repository to discover, describe, manage, and share / reuse valuable
information utilized by agencies in Qatar. The document provides guidance on information
exchange architecture and applicable standards for information exchange, information
description and Smart Nation data standards.
Information in this document is defined as: an authoritative collection of Digital Data Resources
that is managed by an agency, categorized for discovery, and governed by a data steward. The
focus of this reference model is to facilitate information sharing and reuse across agencies via
a standard description and discovery of common information assets. It also promotes the uniform
practice of information management.
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2 Document Structure
Information Reference Model document is structured as described below.


Goals and Benefits – describes goals set forth for IRM and benefits that can be realized by leveraging IRM
by both WoG and Agencies



Information Exchange Architecture – describes the Information exchange architecture approach for
sharing information data sets across government agencies and within a government agency in Qatar



Standards – lists the standards around information exchange, information description and Smart Nation
data standards



Information Reference Model – provides a brief description of artifacts that make up the reference model
– Data context (Taxonomy), Data description standard, Data exchange standard



Information Reference Taxonomy – describes the common language used to classify information assets
across government agencies, describe information assets, and information exchanges.



How to Use the Reference model? – describes how WoG and Agencies can use IRM to realize key benefits



Appendix 1: Information assets shared through Government Data eXchange (GDX) platform – captures
the current list of Information assets exchanged through MoTC’s GDX platform categorized according to
the defined IRM taxonomy



Appendix 2: How can agencies create Information assets catalogue and business service – information
asset mapping matrix? – provides guidelines to individual government agencies on how they can build
Information assets catalogues aligned to the IRM taxonomy and also the Business Service -> Information
asset matrix using the Archi tooling



Glossary – lists all the Acronyms used in the document and their expansions.
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3 Goals and Benefits
3.1 Goals
The goal of the Information Reference Model (IRM) is to facilitate:


Provides guidance on information exchange architecture and applicable standards



Standardization of the language / terminology related to classifying information assets across the
government entities



Standardization of the format for describing information assets and also information exchanges



Identification of the key sources of information across the government and their authoritative owners



Utilization of information to meet the needs of the government and the citizen



Identification of duplicate effort for data gathering so that citizens need not submit the same information
twice

3.2 Benefits
The IRM provides value for agency data architecture initiatives by providing a means to
consistently describe data architectures. The IRM’s approach to data description, data context
and data sharing enables data architecture initiatives to uniformly describe their data and
information, resulting in increased opportunities for cross-agency interactions.
The benefits of IRM include:

IRM Benefits

WoG

Agencies



Improving discovery, access, and sharing of data



Identification of redundant data collection by
government agencies and promoting data
exchange for those scenarios



Identification of authoritative
information across government



sources

of

Acceleration of open data initiative by improving
data discovery and access



Improving discovery and access of
Information assets across multiple
agencies for new programs and
initiatives



Standardized approach to information
exchange and information management
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4 Information exchange architecture
This section explains the information exchange architecture across government agencies in
Qatar as well as the architecture agencies can use to facilitate information exchange within their
agencies.
Figure 1 below shows the information exchange architecture for securely exchanging
information data sets across government agencies in Qatar. It uses WoG Government Data
eXchange platform for this purpose.

The API-centric service consumption governance

framework components along with SOA-centric technology framework for services creation and
management will provide a comprehensive end-to-end governance for secure information
exchange - i.e. plan, build, and run phases for both Service Providers and Service Consumers’
needs.
Both information service providing and consuming agencies should leverage the GDX platform
for their data exchange purposes as per the policies defined in ‘Council of Ministers’ Resolution
No. (18) of 2010, on the Implementation of e-Government Policies’.
Figure 2 at the end of this section shows the minimum set of capabilities agencies should build
to facilitate information sharing within the agencies.

Figure 1 - Information Exchange Architecture

Legend description:


Components color-coded in ‘Blue’ are existing WoG shared service capabilities.
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Components color-coded in ‘Maroon’ are the potential / future planned WoG shared service
capabilities.

The platform components are grouped into four layers:

4.1 Service Consumption Governance
This layer refers to the self service capabilities required for information services consumption. It
includes services publishing, subscription management, catalogue management, sandbox
testing and usage auditing and analytics. It provides the following capabilities.


Developer portal - This component enables developers consuming APIs to discover APIs, explore
documentation and metadata, request access, monitor usage, access support and participate in the
developer community for the API. It also provides sandbox testing support.



Subscription management - This component enables setting up different subscription plans for accessing
one or more APIs (products) and managing subscription requests.



API Catalogue - API catalogue is a staging target, and behaves as a logical partition of different set of APIs
that need to be published for consumption. Organizations can create multiple catalogues to logically
separate development and production APIs.



Service analytics - Service analytics component track key metrics like API usage, transactions by region,
and performance against SLAs for the hosted APIs to better understand and improve service for
consumers.

4.2 Service Gateway
This layer is the enforcement point for ensuring compliance to security and adherence to policies
while enabling system-to-system interactions between the ministries’ backend systems through
the SOA-based platform leveraging standard technologies. This layer provides the following
capabilities.


Schema validation – Provides schema validation services against defined XSDs



XML firewall – Provides XML Firewall service that processes generic XML requests and responses over
HTTP or HTTPS. An XML Firewall service uses a single protocol and contains a processing policy with a set
of request, response, two-way, and error rules.



Security AAA – Provides security based on AAA (authentication, authorization, & audit) policies. AAA
policy identifies a set of resources and procedures that determine whether a requesting client is granted
access to a specific service, file, or document. AAA policies can be considered a type of filter, for they
accept or deny a specific client request.
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Service level management – Provides services management through defined Service level management
policies. These policies provide precise specification of user and resource groups for administrative
control and possible sanction. When applied as part of a processing policy, these policies can control traffic
by monitoring threshold levels (e.g.: number of requests, latency, etc.)



REST/SOAP Bridge - Serves as a bridge to transform messages and protocols from one format to another
– REST requests to SOAP format.

4.3 Service Mediation
This building block refers to the set of capabilities that the central platform can apply to the
service requests prior to invoking the provider service, such as transport protocol conversion,
data format conversion, message splitting and merging, and service invocation. It is also used
to integrate with the legacy systems.


Content transformation – Provides content transformation capabilities for information exchanges from
service provider and consumer



Protocol switching – Provides protocol switching from one transport type to another e.g.: MQ – JMS, SOAP
– REST, File – JCA, etc.



Routing – Provides routing capabilities to route requests to multiple service endpoints



Publish / Subscribe – Provides topics based publishing and subscription capabilities



Quality of Service – Provide message flow processing based on different Quality of Service requirements



Service composition – Building composite services, orchestration flows by composing interaction between
one or more services.



Asynchronous communication – Provides asynchronous communication capabilities e.g.: message queues

4.4 Service Registry
This building block acts as the service management layer in the SOA context to manage the
service lifecycle, service endpoints, service metadata, and service policies and SLAs.


Repository - Central repository of entities. A wide range of entities can be stored and retrieved, including
user-defined concepts and definitions related specifically to Web services, such as WSDL services, service
interfaces, and associated policies



Registry - Supports publication of metadata about the function, requirements and semantics of services
that allow service consumers to find services or to analyze their relationships
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Policy management - Policies specify the requirements that must be met so that a web service can be
consumed by a client. For example, a web service might require that all messages are digitally signed and
encrypted. This component manages the lifecycle of policies



Service virtualization – Provides virtualization of service end points using proxy services.

4.5 Service Management and Monitoring
This building block encompasses the capabilities of event management, logging, and
monitoring.


System monitoring – provides monitoring capabilities of the information exchange platform.



Service monitoring – provides ability monitor services, provides management and governance methods,
gain control over deployed services, and have flexibility about service deployment and interactions to
fulfill the needs of business.



Auditing / logging – Auditing / logging capabilities to track the usage of services and troubleshooting
purposes.



Data dictionary - System to store, publish and maintain dataset exchange specifications.

4.6 Agency Systems
This layer shows the agency / sector owned systems.


Authoritative System of records – System of Records managed within agency / sectors providing
authoritative information services



Legacy systems – Legacy systems at agency / sectors consuming cross sector / agency information
services.
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4.7 Intra-agency information exchange architecture

Figure 2 - Intra-agency information exchange architecture

The diagram above shows the minimum set of capabilities agencies should plan for intraagency information exchanges. Components listed in the architecture diagram are a set of
core components from the inter-agency information exchange architecture. Please refer to
the above section for description of these components.
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5 Standards
In order for GEA to achieve its overall aims, it is imperative that all government agencies involved
in the development of digital services comply with the associated standards.
The usage (compliance) information for a standard is essential to provide guidance and context
about the standard for users of the standards.

5.1 Compliance with the standards
5.1.1 Usage areas of the standards
Compliance levels for standards are defined for services depending on their usage area. Three
usage areas have been defined for the Government of Qatar. These are as follows:
 external to Government
- digital services that are consumed externally to Government
 across Government
- digital services that are consumed internally across Government
 internal to agencies
- digital services that are only consumed within a certain agency
These three usage areas provide coverage across all digital services within the Qatar
Government. Most standards will not have a single compliance level across all usage areas;
rather they will have varying compliance requirements for digital services provided within each
different usage area. Hence the usage areas enable Qatar Government to provide pragmatic
guidance on the adoption and compliance with the standards across the government.

5.1.2 Level of compliance
Compliance levels for standards across each of the three usage areas listed
above are defined as one of:


Mandatory
- The standard must always be followed
- Non-compliance will have a severely negative impact on GEA benefits
- Non-compliance is not acceptable



Recommended
- The standard should be followed
- Non-compliance will have a negative impact on GEA benefits
- Non-compliance should be reviewed / justified
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Optional
- The standard is generally preferred
- Non-compliance will have a low or negligible impact on GEA benefits
- Non-compliance is acceptable

5.2 IT industry lifecycle status for standards
To help guide users of the GEA, each standard has also defined an indication of its lifecycle
status within the IT industry.
In situations where there are acceptable alternative standards, the use of the IT lifecycle status
will help guide digital service developers to judge which standard is most appropriate for their
requirements.
The IT industry lifecycle status applies the following adoption scale:


Emerging
- The standard has been defined by an industry body
- However, there are relatively few products shipping supporting the standard
- The large vendors have not yet adopted the standard



Mature
- The standard is generally preferred within the industry
- Large vendors support the standard



Declining
- The standard is being replaced by a different standard
- Large vendors are moving away from the standard
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5.3 Information Exchange Services Standards
5.3.1 Business Service Listings and Discovery Registry
Compliance for Services
Standard
Universal Description
Discovery Integration (UDDI)

External to
Government

Across
Government

internal to
Agencies

IT Standard
Lifecycle
Status

Mandatory

Mandatory

Recommended

Mature

UDDI is a platform-independent, XML based registry for businesses worldwide to list themselves
on the Internet. UDDI is an open industry initiative, enabling businesses to publish service
listings and discover each other and define how the services or software applications interact
over the Internet.
Expanding on the foundation of versions 1 and 2, version 3 offers the industry a specification for
building flexible, interoperable XML Web services registries useful in private as well as public
deployments.
With a vast array of enhancements, including multi-registry topologies, increased security
features, improved WSDL support, a new subscription API and core information model
advances, the version 3 specification offers clients and implementers a comprehensive and
complete blueprint of a description and discovery foundation for a diverse set of Web Services
Architectures.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.uddi.org/

5.3.2 Web services
Compliance for Services
Standard
Web Services Reliable
Messaging (WS-RM)

External to
Government

Across
Government

Internal to
Agencies

IT Standard
Lifecycle
Status

Mandatory

Mandatory

Recommended

Mature

WS-RM describes a protocol that allows messages to be delivered reliably between
distributed applications in the presence of software component, system, or network
failures.
The protocol is described in the specification in an independent manner allowing it to be
implemented using different network transport technologies. To support interoperable
web services, a SOAP binding is defined within the specification.
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The protocol defined in the specification depends upon other web services specifications
for the identification of service endpoint addresses and policies.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=wsrm
Compliance for Services
Standard
Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP)

External to
Government

Across
Government

Internal to
Agencies

IT Standard
Lifecycle
Status

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mature

SOAP is a protocol for exchanging XML-based messages over computer networks,
normally using HTTP. SOAP forms the foundation layer of the web services stack,
providing a basic messaging framework that more abstract layers can build on.
There are several different types of messaging patterns in SOAP, but the most common
is the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) pattern, in which one network node (the client)
sends a request message to another node (the server), and the server immediately
sends a response message to the client.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.w3.org/TR/soap/

Compliance for Services
Standard
JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON)

External to
Government

Across
Government

Internal to
Agencies

IT Standard
Lifecycle
Status

Mandatory

Mandatory

Recommended

Mature

JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is a lightweight, text-based, language-independent data
interchange format. It was derived from the ECMAScript Programming Language Standard.
JSON defines a small set of formatting rules for the portable representation of structured data.
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is a text format for the serialization of structured data. It is
derived from the object literals of JavaScript, as defined in the ECMAScript Programming
Language Standard, Third Edition [ECMA-262].

JSON can represent four primitive types

(strings, numbers, booleans, and null) and two structured types (objects and arrays).
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
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https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7159

Compliance for services
Standard
Extensible mark-up language
(XML)

External to
Government

Across
Government

Internal to
agencies

IT Standard
Lifecycle
Status

mandatory

mandatory

recommended

mature

XML is a W3C-recommended general-purpose markup language that supports a wide variety of
applications. XML languages or “dialects” may be designed by anyone and may be processed
by conforming software. XML is also designed to be reasonably people-legible, and to this end,
brevity was not considered essential in its structure. XML is a simplified subset of SGML.
Its primary purpose is to facilitate the sharing of data across different information systems,
particularly systems connected via the Internet. Formally defined markup tag and syntax
language sets that are based on XML (e.g. RSS, MathML, XHTML etc) allow diverse software
to reliably understand information formatted and passed in these languages within a given type
(e.g. for music notation).
XML is an open, fee-free standard, with an engineering-savvy governing board and standards
adoption process, like many recent digital systems initiatives including USB, flash memory
formats, and digital television.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.w3.org/XML/
Compliance for Services
Standard
XML Schema Definition
(XSD)

External to
Government

Across
Government

Internal to
Agencies

IT Standard
Lifecycle
Status

Mandatory

Recommended

Recommended

Mature

XSD specifies how to formally describe the elements in an XML document. This description can
be used to verify that each item of content in a document adheres to the description of the
element in which the content is to be placed.
In general, a schema is an abstract representation of an object's characteristics and relationship
to other objects. An XML schema represents the interrelationship between the attributes and
elements of an XML object (e.g. a document or a portion of a document).
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XSD has several advantages over earlier XML schema languages, such as Document Type
Definition (DTD) or Simple Object XML (SOX). XSD is more direct, and in contrast to the earlier
languages, is written in XML, which means that it does not require intermediary processing by
a parser. Other benefits include self-documentation, automatic schema creation, and the ability
to be queried through XML Transformations (XSLT).
XSD was also designed with the intent of validation resulting in a collection of information
adhering to specific data types, which can be useful in the development of XML document
processing software.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
https://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema11-1/

5.3.3 Geospatial data standards
Compliance for Services
Standard
OGC Geography Markup
Language (GML)

External to
Government

Across
Government

Recommended Recommended

Internal to
Agencies

IT Standard
Lifecycle
Status

Optional

Mature

Geography Markup Language is an OGC Standard. The Geography Markup Language (GML)
is an XML encoding in compliance with ISO 19118 for the transport and storage of geographic
information modelled in accordance with the conceptual modelling framework used in the ISO
19100 series of International Standards and including both the spatial and non-spatial properties
of geographic features. The GML standard is defined in OGC document 10-129r1.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/gml

Compliance for services
Standard

External to
Government

Across
Government

OGC City Geography Markup
Recommended Recommended
Language (CityGML)

Internal to
Agencies

IT Standard
Lifecycle
Status

Optional

Mature

Encoding Standard CityGML is an open data model and XML-based format for the storage and
exchange of virtual 3D city models. It is an application schema for the Geography Markup
Language, the extendible international standard for spatial data exchange issued by the Open
Geospatial Consortium (OGC) and the ISO TC211. The aim of the development of CityGML is
to reach a common definition of the basic entities, attributes, and relations of a 3D city model.
This is especially important with respect to the cost-effective sustainable maintenance of 3D city
models, allowing the reuse of the same data in different application fields.
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For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/citygml

Compliance for Services
Standard
OGC GeoSPARQL

External to
Government

Across
Government

Recommended Recommended

Internal to
agencies

IT Standard
Lifecycle
Status

Optional

Mature

A Geographic Query Language for RDF Data. This standard defines a set of SPARQL extension
functions [W3C SPARQL], a set of RIF rules [W3C RIF Core], and a core RDF/OWL vocabulary
for geographic information based on the General Feature Model, Simple Features [ISO 191251], Feature Geometry and SQL MM.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/geosparql

Compliance for Services
Standard
OGC KML

External to
Government

Across
Government

Recommended Recommended

Internal to
Agencies

IT Standard
Lifecycle
Status

Optional

Mature

KML is an XML language focused on geographic visualization, including annotation of maps and
images. Geographic visualization includes not only the presentation of graphical data on the
globe, but also the control of the user's navigation in the sense of where to go and where to look.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/kml

Compliance for Services
Standard
OGC Network Common Data
Form (NetCDF)

External to
Government

Across
Government

Recommended Recommended

Information Reference Model
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IT Standard
Lifecycle
Status

Optional

Mature
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This standard specifies the Network Common Data Form (netCDF) core standard and extension
mechanisms. The OGC netCDF encoding supports electronic encoding of geospatial data,
specifically digital geospatial information representing space and time varying phenomena.
netCDF is a data model for array-oriented scientific data. A freely distributed collection of access
libraries implementing support for that data model, and a machine-independent format are
available. Together, the interfaces, libraries, and format support the creation, access, and
sharing of multi-dimensional scientific data.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/netcdf

Compliance for Services
Standard

External to
Government

OGC Network Common Data
Form (NetCDF)

Across
Government

Recommended Recommended

Internal to
Agencies

IT Standard
Lifecycle
Status

Optional

Mature

The OpenGIS® Geospatial eXtensible Access Control Markup Language Encoding Standard
(GeoXACML) defines a geospatial extension to the OASIS standard “eXtensible Access Control
Markup

Language

(XACML)”

*www.oasis-open.org/committees/xacml/].

This

extension

incorporates spatial data types and spatial authorization decision functions based on the OGC
Simple

Features[http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/sfa]

and

GML

standards.

GeoXACML is a policy language that supports the declaration and enforcement of access rights
across jurisdictions and can be used to implement interoperable access control systems for
geospatial applications such as Spatial Data Infrastructures.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/geoxacml

Compliance for Services
Standard
OGC Web Service (OWS)

External to
Government

Across
Government

Internal to
Agencies

IT Standard
Lifecycle
Status

Recommended

Recommended

Optional

Mature
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This standard specifies many of the aspects that are, or should be, common to all or multiple
OGC Web Service (OWS) interface Implementation Standards. These common aspects are
primarily some of the parameters and data structures used in operation requests and responses.
Of course, each such Implementation Standard must specify the additional aspects of that
interface, including specifying all additional parameters and data structures needed in all
operation requests and responses.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/common

Compliance for Services
Standard
OpenGIS Web Map Service
Interface Standard (WMS)

External to
Government

Across
Government

Recommended Recommended

Internal to
Agencies

IT Standard
Lifecycle
Status

Optional

Mature

The OpenGIS Web Map Service Interface Standard (WMS) provides a simple HTTP interface
for requesting geo-registered map images from one or more distributed geospatial databases.
A WMS request defines the geographic layer(s) and area of interest to be processed. The
response to the request is one or more geo-registered map images (returned as JPEG, PNG,
etc) that can be displayed in a browser application. The interface also supports the ability to
specify whether the returned images should be transparent so that layers from multiple servers
can be combined or not.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wms
Compliance for Services
Standard
OpenGIS Web Feature
Interface Standard (WFS)

External to
Government

Across
Government

Recommended Recommended

Internal to
Agencies

IT Standard
Lifecycle
Status

Optional

Mature

The OpenGIS Web Feature Service Interface Standard (WFS) defines an interface for specifying
requests for retrieving geographic features across the Web using platform independent calls.
The WFS standard defines interfaces and operations for data access and manipulation on a set
of geographic features.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wfs
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5.3.4 Message Transformation

Compliance for Services
Standard
Extensible Style sheet
Language Transformation
(XSLT)

External to
Government

Across
Government

Internal to
Agencies

IT Standard
Lifecycle
Status

Mandatory

Mandatory

Recommended

Mature

XSLT is an XML-based language used for the transformation of XML documents. It is designed
to transform XML documents into other XML documents.
The original document is not changed; rather, a new document is created based on the content
of an existing one. The new document may be serialized by the processor in standard XML
syntax or in another format, such as HTML or plain text.
In the context of the “business centric applications”, XSLT is most often used to convert data
between different applications XML representations and the canonical XML forms.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.w3.org/TR/xslt20/

5.3.5 Database Access and Manipulation Language
Compliance for Services
Standard
Structured Query Language
(ANSI SQL)

External to
Government

Across
Government

Internal to
Agencies

IT Standard
Lifecycle
Status

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mature

SQL is an ANSI (American National Standards Institute) standard computer language for
accessing and manipulating database systems. SQL is the most popular computer language
used to create, retrieve, update and delete data from relational database management
systems.
There are many different versions of the SQL language, but to be in compliance with the ANSI
standard, they must support the same major keywords in a similar manner (e.g. SELECT,
UPDATE, DELETE, INSERT, WHERE, and others).
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.iso.ch/iso/en/CatalogueDetailPage.CatalogueDetail?CSNUMBER=38647
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IT
Standard
Lifecycle
Status

Compliance for Services
Standard
W3C XML Query (XQuery)

External to
Government
Recommended

Across
Government

Internal to
Agencies

Recommended Recommended

Mature

XQuery is a query language that is designed to query collections of XML data. It is semantically
similar to SQL.
XQuery provides the means to extract and manipulate data from XML documents or any data
source that can be viewed as XML, such as relational databases or office documents.
The language also provides syntax allowing new XML documents to be constructed. Where the
element and attribute names are known in advance, an XML-like syntax can be used; in other
cases, expressions referred to as dynamic node constructors are available. All these constructs
are defined as expressions within the language, and can be arbitrarily nested.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.w3.org/XML/Query/

5.3.6 Web Services Description Language
Compliance for Services
Standard
Web Services Description
Language (WSDL)

External to
Government

Across
Government

Internal to
Agencies

IT standard
lifecycle
status

mandatory

mandatory

recommended

mature

WSDL is an XML-based service description on how to communicate using web services. The
WSDL defines services as collections of network endpoints, or ports. WSDL specification
provides an XML format for documents for this purpose.
The abstract definition of ports and messages is separated from their concrete use or instance,
allowing the reuse of these definitions. A port is defined by associating a network address with
a reusable binding, and a collection of ports define a service. Messages are abstract
descriptions of the data being exchanged, and port types are abstract collections of supported
operations.
The concrete protocol and data format specifications for a particular port type constitutes a
reusable binding, where the messages and operations are then bound to a concrete network
protocol and message format. In this way, WSDL describes the public interface to the web
service.
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WSDL is often used in combination with SOAP and XML Schema to provide web services over
the Internet. A client program connecting to a web service can read the WSDL to determine
what functions are available on the server. Any special data types used are embedded in the
WSDL file in the form of XML Schema. The client can then use SOAP to actually call one of
the functions listed in the WSDL.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl20/

5.3.7 Web services message exchange
compliance for services
Standard
Web Services Addressing
(WS-Addressing)

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

recommended recommended recommended

IT standard
lifecycle
status
mature

The WS-Addressing specification defines a standard for incorporating message addressing
information into web services messages. WS-Addressing provides a uniform addressing method
for SOAP messages traveling over synchronous and/or asynchronous transports.
Additionally, it provides addressing features to help web service developers build applications
around a variety of messaging patterns beyond the typical exchange of requests and responses.
The WS-Addressing specification, accepted by W3C, provides a standard for representing
message addressing information in web services messages and service descriptions.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.w3.org/Submission/ws-addressing/

compliance for services
Standard
Web Services Enumeration
(WS-Enumeration)

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

recommended recommended recommended

IT standard
lifecycle
status
mature

WS-Enumeration describes a general SOAP based protocol for enumerating a sequence
of XML elements that is suitable for traversing logs, message queues, or other linear
information models. WS-Enumeration enables an application to ask for items from a list of
data that is held by a Web service. In this way, WS-Enumeration is useful for reading event
logs, message queues, or other data collections.
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WS-Enumeration defines a single operation, Pull, which allows a data source, in the context
of a specific enumeration, to produce a sequence of XML elements in the body of a SOAP
message.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.w3.org/Submission/WS-Enumeration/
compliance for services
standard
Web Services Metadata
Exchange
(WS-MetadataExchange)

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

recommended recommended recommended

IT standard
lifecycle
status
mature

WS-MetadataExchange handles the exchange of information about a web service. It is a
protocol used by a web service to describe itself.
Web Services Metadata Exchange (WS-MetadataExchange) defines three request-response
message pairs to retrieve three types of metadata: one retrieves the WS-Policy associated
with the receiving endpoint or with a given target namespace, another retrieve either the WSDL
associated with the receiving endpoint or with a given target namespace, and a third retrieves
the XML Schema with a given target namespace.
Together these messages allow incremental retrieval of a Web service's metadata.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
https://www.w3.org/TR/ws-metadata-exchange/

compliance for services
standard
Dublin core metadata

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

IT standard
lifecycle
status

mandatory

mandatory

recommended

emerging

The Dublin Core metadata element set is a standard for cross-domain information resource
description. In other words, it provides a simple and standardized set of conventions for
describing things online in ways that make them easier to find.
Dublin Core is widely used to describe digital materials such as video, sound, image, text, and
composite media like web pages. Implementations of Dublin Core typically make use of XML
and are resource description framework based.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/
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5.4 Information exchange services compliance
5.4.1 Web services policy governance, enforcement and management
compliance for services
standard
Web Services Policy
(WS-Policy)

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

IT standard
lifecycle
status

recommended

mandatory

recommended

mature

WS-Policy is a specification that allows web services to use XML to advertise their policies (on
security, Quality of Service, etc.) and for web service consumers to specify their policy
requirements.
WS-Policy assertions express the capabilities and constraints of a particular Web service. WSPolicyAttachments, a sub-component, defines several methods for associating the WS-Policy
expressions with Web services (i.e., WSDL).
The updated specifications include the definition of nested assertions which allows for
additional granularity when expressing certain domain requirements, i.e., the expression of
different algorithm suites for a particular transport binding. These specifications help Web
services providers and consumers discover the capabilities and constraints that they share to
enable interoperability of these services.
WS-Policy represents a set of specifications that describe the capabilities and constraints of
the security (and other business) policies on intermediaries and end points (for example,
required security tokens, supported encryption algorithms, and privacy rules) and how to
associate policies with services and end points.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.w3.org/Submission/WS-Policy/

compliance for services
standard
Web Services Security Policy
(WS-SecurityPolicy)

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

IT standard
lifecycle
status

Mandatory

mandatory

recommended

emerging

The recently updated Web Services Security Policy Language (WS-SecurityPolicy)
specification defines a set of security policy assertions which apply to Web Services Security:
SOAP Message Security, WS-Trust, and WS-SecureConversation.
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WS-Policy defines a framework for allowing web services to express their constraints and
requirements. Such constraints and requirements are expressed as policy assertions.
Flexibility with respect to token types, cryptographic algorithms and mechanisms used,
including using Transport Level Security (TLS) is part of the design and allows for evolution
over time. The intent is to provide enough information for compatibility and interoperability to
be determined by web service participants along with all information necessary to actually
enable a participant to engage in a secure exchange of messages.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-securitypolicy/200702/ws-securitypolicy-1.2-spec-os.html
compliance for services
standard
Web Services Distributed
Management (WSDM)

external to
Government

across
Government

internal to
agencies

recommended recommended recommended

IT standard
lifecycle
status
mature

WSDM is a web service standard for managing and monitoring the status of other services.
The goal of WSDM is to allow a well-defined network protocol for controlling any other service
that is WSDM-compliant. For example, a third-party digital dashboard or network
management system could be used to monitor the status or performance of other services,
and potentially take corrective actions to restart services if failures occur. Some aspects of
WSDM overlap or displace functionality of Simple Network Management Protocols (SNMPs).
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=wsdm
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5.4.2 Web services message security
compliance for services
standard

external to
Government

Web Services Interoperability
Basic Security Profile (BSP)

across
Government

internal to
agencies

recommended recommended recommended

IT standard
lifecycle
status
mature

The BSP is an interoperability profile that addresses transport security, SOAP messaging
security and other security considerations.
Specifically, the BSP1.0 focuses on the interoperability characteristics of two technologies:
HTTP over TLS and Web Services Security: SOAP Message Security. HTTP over TLS is a
point-to-point technology that protects the confidentiality of all information that flows over an
HTTP connection.
Web Services Security: SOAP Message Security provides security protection for SOAP
messages and applies even when a message passes through several intermediary
waypoints, allowing differing levels of protection for selected portions of a message.
The BSP describes a way to apply SOAP Message Security to attachments. The BSP also
incorporates Web Services Security: Username Token Profile, Web Services Security: X.509
Certificate Token Profile, Web Services Security: Kerberos Token Profile, Web Services
Security: SAML Token Profile and Web Services Security: XRML Token Profile.
For further information about the standard, interested readers can follow this link:
http://www.ws-i.org/Profiles/BasicSecurityProfile-1.0.html

5.5 Data management policy
The Data Management Policy aims at establishing the governance and standard processes
across the Government Agencies in the State of Qatar for managing and sharing data. It defines
clear duties and responsibilities for all who manage public sector information. The policy includes
key provisions on Data Governance, Data Administration, Data Protection, and Data Sharing. It
should be noted that this policy operates subject to privacy, copyright, legal and security
considerations.
Agencies are required to comply with the data management policy. Please refer to the
following document for more details.
http://www.motc.gov.qa/en/documents/document/data-management-policy
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5.6 Open Data policy
The policy aims to ensure that all government agencies take steps to expand public access to
government data by making it available online unless restricted by law, policy, regulations or
contract. The policy applies to information and data in the custody or under the control of all
government agencies in Qatar.
Agencies are required to comply with the Open data policy. Please refer to the following
document for more details.
http://www.motc.gov.qa/en/documents/document/open-data-policy

5.7 Smart Qatar data standards
Smart Qatar services are services designed to solve defined challenges targeted constituents
(people, businesses, or government) face, leveraging technology and innovation. Smart services
cut across industry sectors focusing on human, social, economic, or environmental
development. They can be focused on providing convenience or entertainment, or could address
critical needs such as national safety and security. As such, the type of information they leverage
can range from publicly open to sensitive or private information. Thus, developing and managing
smart services requires dedicated capabilities, information assets, and governance.

Achieving Smart Qatar is not possible without effective data management across the data
lifecycle. Smart Qatar actors opting to develop smart services would identify which data is
needed, which stakeholders are impacted, how they would collect it, in what format would they
manage it, where it would be stored, who gets to access and analyse it, and when and how it
would be retired. Moreover, one of the key Smart Qatar services is the open data platform which
aims to make cross-sectoral data available for public use. Developing data lakes for the open
data platform amplifies opportunities for innovation and co-creation of smart services.

Adopting data standards helps achieve national orchestration for data interoperability. They
facilitate the creation, storage, movement, usage, and sharing of data by establishing an
understanding of how data should be uniformly described, represented, seamlessly and securely
delivered and in the form stakeholders expect for conducting analysis, extracting insights, and
making decisions.

The Smart Qatar Data Standards controls have been defined across 9 technical and governance
domains to ensure effective data management across the data lifecycle. People and process
considerations for data management have also been embedded across the defined controls (as
shown in the picture below).
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Figure 3 - Smart Qatar Data Management Framework

Please refer to latest version of Smart Qatar Data Standards document for more details on
controls defined across the nine domains as per the Smart Qatar Data Management Framework.
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6 Information Reference Model
Information Reference Model provides a standard means by which data is described,
categorized and shared. The three standardization areas are:
1.

Data Context - Data Context categorizes data, according to taxonomies, into three pillars. Data Context
allows the discovery of data within and across agencies, creates the basis for data governance and can be
linked to other models.

2.

Data Description – Data Description provides a framework to uniformly describe data, which facilitates
the comparison of metadata and supports the discovery and sharing of data.

3.

Data Sharing – Data Sharing provides access and exchange of data, in which access consists of ad-hoc
requests (such as a request for a data asset), whereas exchanges consists of fixed, recurring information
exchanges between parties. Data Sharing is enabled by capabilities provided by the Data Context and Data
Description areas (as seen in figure 2).

Data Sharing
Query & Exchange

Data Description

Data Context

Data Assets

Taxonomy

Figure 4 - Standardization Areas

6.1 Data Context
Data Context is established using the Information Reference Taxonomy. This section illustrates
the categorization of data assets and the relationship between them. The concepts are
represented through boxes.

6.1.1 Taxonomy
The Qatari information model has three key information pillars:


Governance: Information related to governance, such as plans and controls.
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Entities: Information related to entities, such as parties, locations and items.



Activities: Information related to activities, such as events, cases and services.

Governance

Entities

Activities

Figure 5 - Information Pillars
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Further drilldown of classification categories are described in section 7.

6.2 Data Description
The Data Description area focusses on understanding the data by specifying metadata attributes
required to understand the data. There are two basic types of metadata recommended in the
Data Description section of the abstract model: logical data models to describe Structured Data
Resources, and Digital Data Resource metadata (aligned with the Dublin Core Metadata
Initiativei) to describe Semi-Structured and Unstructured Data Resources.

6.2.1 Structured Data Description
Concept
Data Domain

Attribute
Identifier

Description

Example

A unique string associated with data domain for
identification purposes

Data Schema

Name

Domain Name

Description

Domain description as per taxonomy

Identifier

A unique string associated with data schema for
identification purposes.

Entity

Data Type

Attribute

Relationship

Name

Schema Name

Identifier

A unique string associated with an Entity for
identification purposes.

D105XYZ

Name

Entity Name

Citizen

Description

Entity description and its business meaning

Name

Name of Data type

Description

Description of data type

Name

Name of Attribute

Description

Description of Attribute and its business meaning

Name

Name of relationship

Origin

Name of the conceptual entity that is the origin of
the relationship

Varchar

“from”

i

Dublin Core Metadata is an initiative that was founded in 1995 and consists of 15 metadata elements
that offer expanded cataloguing information and improved document indexing for search engine programs
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Stewardship

Destination

Name of the conceptual entity that is the
destination of the relationship

Owner

Name of the owner of this data.

Organizati
on, Agency
or Role

Language

Name

Language of the information data set

Digital Data

Type

Structured

Database
Entity

Source

6.2.2 Unstructured Data Description
Concept
Data Domain

Attribute
Identifier

Description

Example

A unique string associated with data domain for
identification purposes.

Unstructured

Name

Domain Name

Description

Domain description as per taxonomy

File Name

Name given to the information asset

Or Semistructured
Identifier
Date
Creator
Format
Description
Source
Publisher
Privileges
Confidentiality
Size
Extension
Digital Data

Type

Unstructured or Semi-structured
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Source

6.3 Data Sharing
In this section, we capture the standardized format for capturing the exchange package.
Exchange Package is a description of a specific recurring data exchange between a Supplier
and a Consumer. An Exchange Package contains information (metadata) relating to the
exchange (such as Supplier ID, Consumer ID, validity period for data, etc.), as well as a
reference to the Payload (message content) for the exchange. An Exchange Package can also
be used to define the result format for a query that is accepted and processed by a Query Point
in a data sharing scenario.

Concept

Attribute

Exchange

Identifier

Package

Example

A unique string associated with an Exchange
Package for identification purposes.

Name

Name of the exchange package

Description

Description of the exchange package

Classification

Security classification of the exchange

Frequency
Supplier

Description

Identification
Name
Steward

Frequency at which the data exchange occurs
Organization code
Supplier name
Name and contact information of the primary
contact from supplier organization

Consumer

Identifier
Name
Steward

Organization code
Consumer name
Name and contact information of the primary
contact from consumer organization

Payload definition

Identifier

A unique string associated with a
Payload Definition for identification purposes

Name

Name of the payload definition

Business Need Description of the business need for the payload
exchange
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Query Point

Identifier

A unique string associated with a
Query Point for identification purposes

Web Site to
submit
request

Name
Description
Query
Language

Name of Query Point
A description of the Query Point
A stipulation of the query languages
that are supported by the Query
Point (e.g. SQL-92, CQL (Z39.50),
XQuery, HTTP GET, etc.)
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7 Information Reference Taxonomy

Governance
•
•

Entities
•
•
•

Plans
Controls

Parties
Locations
Items

Activities
•
•
•

Events
Cases
Services

Figure 6 - Information Pillars

Information Reference Taxonomy consists of three data domains and eight subjects and this
forms a standard language that can be used across the Qatari government and agencies. The
information domains and subjects are:
1.

Governance


Plans - Includes information about Qatar, which is intended for the future in term of actions aimed
to achieving specific goal(s) or objective(s) within a specific timeframe. For example, Qatar's plans
for the world cup 2020



Controls - Includes information that describes or documents constraints within the government or
different organizations. It provides rules and policies for different activities. This includes: laws,
rights, measures or arrangements

2.

Entities


Parties - Includes information related to dealing with the people and organizations of importance to
an organization, including their qualifications, relationships and, in the case of an organization, unit
structure. For example, individual data



Locations - Includes information related to places, positions or addresses. For example, roads,
buildings or service locations



Items - Includes information related to items with finite nature that are used, created, purchased,
consumed, sold or under control of organization. For example, infrastructure, goods or different
types of licenses

3.

Activities


Events - Includes information related to planned or unplanned occurrences



Cases - Includes information related to parties’ interaction with agencies over a long time. It also
includes the information related to one or more parties for the purpose of coordinating the various
events, services and items in order to achieve successful outcomes



Services - Includes information related to various services that Qatar provides to citizens and
residents. For example, health service and educational services
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Figure 7 - Information Taxonomy
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7.1 Governance

Figure 8 - Governance Domain

Name

Description
Includes information related to authority or governance. They contain information
in the form of potential or desired states, goals and objectives of the country or
different rules forced by the country. This includes: risk management information

1 Governance

that is concerned with potential hazards, their likelihood and consequences. These
may not be actual real world instances. These types of information assets include
information generated through the application of knowledge (experience),
imagination and intellectual ideas (concepts). The framework therefore contains a
number of domains which relate to governance, specifically plans and controls
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Includes information about Qatar, which is intended for the future in term of actions

1.01 Plans

aimed to achieving specific goal(s) or objective(s) within a specific timeframe. For
example, Qatar's plans for the world cup 2020

1.01.01 Budget

1.01.01.01 Mowazna

1.01.02 Strategy

1.01.03 Initiatives

Includes information relating to the Qatar budget and different spending areas for
the country. For example, Mowazna for a specific year
Includes information related to Mowazna for different years
Includes information about Qatar's strategic vision and the long term plans for the
country. For example, Qatar 2020 or Qatar 2030
Includes information about different initiatives that Qatar takes in term of projects
or programs. For example, Qatar green initiatives

1.01.03.01 National

Includes information about different national programs initiated by the government

Programs

or non-governmental organizations

1.01.03.02 National Projects

Includes information about national projects
Includes information that describes or documents constrains within the

1.02 Controls

government or different organizations. It provides rules and policies for different
activities. This includes: laws, rights, measures or arrangements
Includes information about controls that provide the foundation for administration

1.02.01 Operations

of an organization within the country. This includes managing: different standards,
concepts and processes

1.02.01.01 Guidelines

Includes information about the rules and guidance that control certain activities

1.02.01.02 Standards

Includes detailed information about the standards, which are accepted or approved

1.02.01.03 Policy

Includes detailed information about policies. A policy is a plan intended to affect
decisions and actions

1.02.01.04 Process

Includes information about processes

1.02.01.05 Rule

Includes information about Qatari rules
Includes information that provides management and control over economic

1.02.02 Financial

resources of Qatar. For example, different controls applied to fees for services,
taxes or pensions

1.02.02.01 Income

Includes information related to financial controls of income

1.02.02.02 Fee

Includes information related to financial controls of fee (e.g. license fee)
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1.02.02.03 Tax

1.02.02.04 Pension

Includes information related to financial controls of taxes
Includes information related to financial controls of military and civilian pension
plans

1.02.02.05 Zakat

Includes information related to the Islamic controls of zakat

1.02.02.06 Penalty

Includes information related to Qatar's controls of penalties

1.02.03 Law

1.02.04 Rights

1.02.05 Measures

1.02.06 Arrangement

Includes information related to the controls in form of legislation. For example,
Qatar's traffic law
Includes information related to moral or legal entitlement to own or do something
Includes information related to different agencies’ KPIs that are used to measure
achievements.
Includes information about different forms of agreements that could be
accomplished in Qatar. This includes: agreements, tenders or requests

1.02.06.01 Order

Includes information related to orders and tracking of the orders

1.02.06.02 Request

Includes information related to requests that need to be tracked

1.02.06.03 Tender

Includes information related to tenders

1.02.06.04 Agreement

1.02.06.05 Service

Includes information related to Qatar's agreements with other countries and
between agencies
Includes information related to the services that Qatar provides to citizens and
residents
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7.2 Entities

Figure 9 - Entities Domain

Name

Description
Includes information related to instances of entities or things to identify it and

2 Entities

distinguish from one another. Tangible items that the business must know about
and for which different instances can be uniquely identified, specifically: parties,
location and items
Includes information related to dealing with the people and organizations of

2.01 Parties

importance to an agency, including their qualifications, relationships and, in the
case of an organization, unit structure. For example, individual data

2.01.01 Party

Includes information related to dealing with persons and organizations

2.01.01.01 Individual

Includes information related to citizens and residents of Qatar

2.01.01.02 Organizations

2.01.01.03 Country

2.01.02 Parties Relation

Includes information related about different Qatari organizations or non-Qatari
organizations that have a connection with Qatar businesses
Includes information related about countries that have relations with Qatari
business
Includes information related about relationships between two or more parties
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2.02 Locations

Includes information related to places, positions or addresses. For example, roads,
buildings or service locations
Includes information related to items with finite nature that are used, created,

2.03 Items

purchased, consumed, sold or under control of organization. For example,
infrastructure, goods or different types of licenses

2.03.01 Infrastructure

2.03.01.01 Equipment

2.03.02 Goods

Includes information related to non-natural surroundings that provide settings to
Qatar's activities. This includes: platforms, networks, facilities and equipment
Includes information related to tools and equipment that is under the control of
Qatari organizations
Includes information related to goods and its classification according to Qatari
standards. For example, restricted goods
Includes information related to different regulations produced by Qatar under

2.03.03 Regulatory

control of certain organizations. This includes: driving licenses, visas, certificates,
approvals and permits

2.03.04 Application & ICT

Includes information about application and ICT services (more details in the

Services

applications reference model document)

7.3 Activities

Figure 10 - Activities Domain

Name
3 Activities

3.01 Events

3.01.01 Personal

Description
Includes information related to tracking or monitoring moments, periods or events
that occur over time, specifically events, cases and services
Includes information related to planned or unplanned occurrences
Includes information on personal events. This includes birth, start school,
graduation, marriage and death
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3.01.02 Society

3.01.03 Business

Includes information of society events. This includes planned (conferences and
exhibitions) and unplanned community events (fire and floods)
Includes information on running businesses. This includes starting a business and
conducting audits
Includes information related to parties interaction over a long time. It also includes

3.02 Cases

the information related to one or more parties for the purpose of coordinating the
various events, services and items in order to achieve successful outcomes

3.03 Services

Includes information related to various services that Qatar provides to citizens and
residents. For example, health service and educational services
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8 How to use the Reference model?
8.1 Compare data sources across agencies to identify redundancies
The information model depicts all the information categories and when combined with the other
reference models, including business, information, application and infrastructure allows for
classification of data that is managed in a given information asset by the goals, objectives or
business context in which that data is used. Having information and business taxonomies
provides a categorization of sets of data that facilitates the search and analyses of data, for
example, which information assets contain a common data element but used in different
business contexts.

8.2 Information discovery for new program / project initiatives
During planning, design stages of new programs to identify authoritative information assets
needed for new business process creation.
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9 Appendix 1: Information assets shared through Government

Data eXchange (GDX) platform
The information assets catalogue and their associated taxonomy domain mapping based on
the information available at MoTC is listed below. This section will be updated periodically and
maintained by MoTC to capture the current list of data exchanges through GDX platform.
Information
Asset Name
1 Address
2 Commercial
Permit
3 Commercial
Registration

4 Electricity Bill
5 Establishment
Branches
6 Hukoomi User
Profile
7 Mortality
Information
8 Parcel
9 Real Estate

10 Water Bill

Description
QPost Address information
Commercial Permit
information for businesses
Commercial businesses
registration information
Electricity bill information
based on energy
consumption by individuals
or businesses
Branch location
information for
establishments
User profile information
managed by Hukoomi
Information about
deceased individuals
Land parcel information
including owner details
Details about real estate
infrastructure assets
Water Billing information
based on consumption by
individuals or businesses

Taxonomy domain
2.02 Locations

Stewardship
MoI

Digital Data
source type
Structured

2.03.03 Regulatory

MEC

Structured

2.03.03 Regulatory

MEC

Structured

1.02.02.02 Fee

Kahramaa

Structured

2.02 Locations

MoI

Structured

2.01.01.01 Individual

MoTC

Structured

3.01.01 Personal

MoPH

Structured

2.02 Locations

MoJ

Structured

2.03.01 Infrastructure

MoJ

Structured

1.02.02.02 Fee

Kahramaa

Structured
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10 Appendix 2: How can agencies create Information assets

catalogue and business service – information asset mapping
matrix?
Apart from leveraging the existing Information assets shared through GDX platform for their
information needs, agencies are expected to build their information assets catalogue and matrix
aligned to the IRM.
This section provides guidelines to individual government agencies on how they can build
1.
2.

agency specific information assets catalogues aligned to the IRM taxonomy
matrix capturing relationships between Business Services and Information assets

These instructions are targeted for agency Enterprise architects.

Basic understanding of

Archimate 3.0 notation standards and Archi tool usage is required.
Disclaimer: In this document, ‘Archi’ – an open source Enterprise Architecture (EA) modelling
tool based on Archimate 3.0 is used to demonstrate the agency specific catalogue and matrix
creation. However, Qatar Government may procure an EA modelling tool that is based on
Archimate 3.0 notation standards. Agencies are expected to use the instructions specified in
this document as a guidance and follow EA tool specific instructions while creating respective
artefacts. Artefacts created using Archi tooling can also be imported into any archimate 3.0
compliant EA tool.

10.1 Agency specific information assets catalogue creation
This section provides step by step instructions on how to create information assets catalogue
aligned with the Information taxonomy using Archi tool.

10.1.1 Create list of Agency produced information assets
1.
2.

Open the ‘Qatar GEA.archimate’ file using Archi tool.
You will see the reference models as shown below in the tool.
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3.
4.

Expand the folder structure Business -> Catalogue -> and create a new folder for capturing agency
produced information assets. Let’s call it ‘Agency A Information assets’
Start creating agency produced information assets under this folder by right clicking on the new folder
‘Agency A information assets -> New -> Business Object.

5.

Give the new Information asset a name, documentation (descriptive text). It is advisable to provide a
numerical or alpha numerical identifier as part of the Information asset. e.g.: A4.1 Commercial Permit

6.

Click on Properties tab and add the following custom properties
a.

Data Schema Id – Identifier for data schema

b.

Data Schema name – Schema name

c.

Data Schema value – Actual schema as text or preferably a link to a schema definition file

d.

Digital Data Source type – Type can be Structured or unstructured

e.

Language – language of the stored information asset
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f.

7.

Stewardship – Owning agency of the information asset

Repeat steps 4-6 until you have defined all the agency produced information assets.

Tip: You may use ‘Duplicate’ option to create a copy of the existing information asset and
updating the service specific details. This will preserve the custom properties created for the
service so that you can avoid recreating the properties it every time.

10.1.2 Categorize agency produced information assets as per the information
taxonomy
Categorization is done by creating ‘association’ relationship between agency produced egovernment services and the information taxonomy functional areas. Step by step instructions
are provided below.
1.

Navigate to the folder Views -> Taxonomy and right click on ‘Information Taxonomy’ and select
‘Duplicate’. A copy of the view is created. Move the newly created copy to the taxonomy to Views ->
Catalogue folder and rename it to ‘Agency A information assets catalogue’.

2.

Open the newly created view. Navigate to Business -> Catalogue -> Agency A Information assets and drag
and drop all the information assets from the folder to the newly created view.
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3.

Next step is to establish relationships between the information asset and the taxonomy category. On the
right side Palette, select the magic marker (1st icon). Click on the source entity - agency produced
information asset (e.g.: A4.1 Commercial Permit) - and then the target entity – taxonomy category that
closely matches as a categorization for the information asset (e.g.: in this case 2.03.03 Regulatory under
2.03 Items). The magic marker will prompt you to select a relationship type. Choose ‘associated to’. A
relationship is automatically established between the two entities.
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4.

Repeat step 3 until you complete mapping all the information assets to appropriate taxonomy
categories.
This completes the agency specific information asset catalogue creation.
You may rearrange, the information assets and taxonomy categories to better organize the catalogue
visually. You may also remove unwanted taxonomy elements from the view by selecting ‘Delete from
View’ option. Caution: Do not select ‘Delete from Model’ as it will remove the element from the whole
GEA model. ‘Delete from View’ will remove the element only from that particular view.

10.2 Business Service - Information assets matrix creation
This section provides step by step instructions on how to create Business services–
Information assets matrix.
1.

Navigate to Views -> Matrices and create ‘Agency A service – information matrix’ view.

2.

Drag all the information assets produced by Agency A from Business -> Catalogues -> Agency A information
assets folder in to the new view.

3.

Drag all the e-government services delivered by Agency A from Business -> Catalogues -> Agency A services
folder in to the new view.
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4.

Using the magic marker from the palette, click on a business service (e.g.: A2.1 Apply for Permit) and
select an information asset produced by that particular business service (e.g. in this case A4.1 Commercial
Permit). Select ‘accesses’ as the relationship type. You should see a relationship like the one shown below

established.
5.

Repeat step 4 until you have mapped all the information assets to the business service that produces or
manages it.

6.

You may also map any consuming information assets by an agency’s business service provided it is already
available in the Information Reference model aligned to the IRM taxonomy. This will be possible when all
agencies have catalogued their information assets as per the taxonomy.

7.

You may also click on the visualizer icon in the toolbar

and view all the relationships between

the business service and information asset. The visualization shows the service consumers, channels,
services, and information assets along with their relationships.

This completes the Business service – Information asset matrix for Agency A.
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11 Glossary:


3D: 3 Dimensional



AAA: Authentication, Authorization & Audit



ANSI: American National Standards Institute



API: Application Programming Interface



BSP: (Web Services Interoperability) Basic Security Profile



CityGML: OGC City Geography Markup Language



CQL: Contextual Query Language



DTD: Document Type Definition



ECMA: European Computer Manufacturers Association



GDX: Government Data eXchange



GEA: (Qatari) Government Enterprise Architecture



GeoSPARQL: A Geographic Query Language for RDF Data



GeoXACML: Geospatial eXtensible Access Control Markup Language Encoding
Standard



GML: OGC Geography Markup Language



HTTP: Hypertext Transfer Protocol



HTTPS: Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure



IBM: International Business Machines



ICT: Information Communication Technology



IRM: Information Reference Model



ISO: International Organisation for Standardization



IT: Information Technology



JCA: Java Connector Architecture



JMS: Java Messaging Service



JPEG: Joint Photographic Experts Group



JSON: JavaScript Object Notation



KML: Keyhole Mark-up Language



KPI: Key Performance Indicators



MathML: Mathematical Mark-up Language



MEC: (Qatar) Ministry of Economy & Commerce



MoI: (Qatar) Ministry of Interior



MoJ: (Qatar) Ministry of Justice



MoPH: Ministry of Public Health



MoTC: (Qatari) Ministry of Transport & Communication
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MQ: (IBM) Message Queue



netCDF: Network Common Data Form



OASIS: Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards



OGC: Open Geospatial Consortium



OpenGIS®: Open Source Geographic Information System



OWL: Web Ontology Language



OWS: OGC Web Service



PNG: Portable Network Graphics



RDF: Resource Description Framework



REST: Representational State Transfer



RIF: (W3C) Rule Interchange Format



RPC: Remote Procedure Call



RSS: Rich Site Summary



SGML: Standard Generalized Mark-up Language



SLA: Service Level Agreement



SNMP: Simple Network Management Protocols



SOA: Service Oriented Architecture



SOAP: Simple Object Access Protocol



SOX: Simple Object XML



SQL MM: Structured Query Language Multi-Media



TLS: Transport Level Security



UDDI: Universal Description Discovery Integration



USB: Universal Serial Bus



W3C: World Wide Web Consortium



WFS: (OpenGIS) Web Feature Service Interface Standard



WMS: (OpenGIS) Web Map Service Interface Standard



WoG: Whole of Government



WS-Addressing: Web Services Addressing



WS-Enumeration: Web Services Enumeration



WS-MetadataExchange: Web Services Metadata Exchange



WS-Policy: Web Services Policy



WS-RM: Web Services Reliable Messaging



WS-SecurityPolicy: Web Services Security Policy Language



WSDL: Web Services Description Language



WSDM: Web Services Distributed Management
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XACML: eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML)



XHTML: Extensible Hypertext Mark-up Language



XML: Extensible Mark-up Language



Xquery: W3C XML Query



XRML: eXtensible Rights Markup Language



XSD: XML Schema Definition



XSLT: Extensible Style sheet Language Transformation



XSLT: XML Transformations
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